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ABSTRACT
Fire testing was performed to determine if Early Suppression-Fast Response (ESFR)
sprinklers could be used to protect warehouses containing flammable liquids in small
metal relieving-style containers.
A total of seven large-scale fire tests was performed using heptane in 3.8 L (1 gallon) or
18.9 L (5 gallon) relieving-style metal containers stored 6.1 m (20 ft) and 7.6 m (25 ft)
high under a 9.1 m (30 ft) high ceiling. Three of these tests evaluated sprinkler protection
for 6.1 m (20 ft) and 7.6 m (25 ft) high double row rack storage arrangements of 3.8 L
(1 gallon) containers packaged in corrugated paper cartons. The remaining four fire tests
were performed using uncartoned 18.9 L (5 gallon) metal containers in a 7.6 m (25 ft)
high double row rack arrangement (three tests) and in a 3.7 m (12 ft) high palletized
storage arrangement (one test) under a 9.1 m (30 ft) high ceiling.

Sprinkler protection consisted of either ESFR sprinklers installed at the ceiling only, or a
combination of ESFR ceiling sprinklers and in-rack sprinklers installed within the longitudinal flue space of the double

row

rack storage arrangements.

The results of the tests indicated that flammable liquid in relieving-style metal containers
packaged in corrugated paper cartons were more easily protected than when the containers were stored uncartoned. The tests also showed that the most effective protection for
both cartoned and uncartoned containers consisted of the combination of ESFR ceiling
sprinklers and quick-response, large-orifice in-rack sprinklers installed within the longitudinal flue space of the rack storage arrangements. Ceiling-only ESFR sprinklers proved to
be adequate protection for palletized storage configurations.
The storage of flammable liquids in warehouses
is universally recognized as representing a particularly high-challenge fire potential requiring
the strictest fire protection guidelines and most
conservative fire protection system design. Traditionally, the fire hazard associated with multilevel storage of flammable liquids in large warehouses has been addressed by the use of foamwater sprinkler systems, or the application of
a combination of water-only ceiling sprinklers
coupled with multiple tier in-rack sprinkler protection.

INTRODUCTION
Since the development of the Early Suppression
Fast Response (ESFR) sprinkler in the mid1980’s, there has been increasing successful
application of this technology to a variety of
warehouse storage situations. The fast response
characteristic of these sprinklers coupled with
the high volume water discharge rate has been
very effective in attacking a fire during its incipient stages and not allowing it to become a significant threat to the protected facility. One
result of the success of ESFR sprinkler systems
has been the escalation of the fire hazard potential of occupancies submitted as candidates for
ESFR system protection.

Foam-water extinguishing agents have been
shown to be extremely effective on two-dimensional spill fires for a variety of flammable liquids. Foam-water systems, particularly Aqueous
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the fire and cool the fire gases while in its initial
stage of development. Such systems have the
potential for providing effective fire protection
for flammable liquid storage by limiting the
amount of fuel that actually becomes involved.

Forming Foam (AFFF), have also demonstrated effectiveness on palletized and solid pile
storage configurationsl for these type commodiFilm

However, foam-water systems are costly to
install and maintain, and require pumps and
tanks that increase system unreliability. The
question also remains as to whether these systems can provide adequate fire protection against
the type of three-dimensional fires likely to occur
in rack storage arrangements of flammable liquids, especially when in-rack sprinkler protection is not provided. Also to be considered is the
environmental impact when foam agents are
ties.

The objective of this fire test program was to
determine if Early Suppression-Fast Response
(ESFR) sprinklers could be used to protect warehouse storage of flammable liquids in 3.8 L
(1 gallon) and 18.9 L (5 gallon) relieving-style
metal containers stored to 7.6 m (25 ft) high in
9.1 m (30 ft) high buildings.55

used.
Three types of containers were tested: a 3.8 L
(1 gallon) friction lid (paint) container, a 3.8 L
F-style (oblong) container, and an 18.9 L (5 gallon) tighthead (closed top) container. The 3.8 L
F-style and tighthead container had a plastic
spout fitted with a plastic cap. This assembly
provided pressure-relieving capability when
these units were exposed to fire.

Water-only sprinkler systems, when used in conjunction with in-rack sprinkler protection, have
also been shown to be effective. However, existing standards for Class I flammable liquids2,3,4 do
not address the use of ESFR sprinklers.
One characteristic of flammable liquid fires is
the rapid fire development once ignition occurs.
In the case of a large warehouse, i.e., 7.6 m to
9.1 m (25 ft to 30 ft) high, in which protection is
provided by sprinklers at the ceiling only, when
the fire plume reaches the ceiling there is usually
considerable energy output at the base of the fire.
The result is a rapid increase in the ceiling gas
temperature which can cause a large number
of sprinkler operations very quickly. The water
supply may then be overtaxed to the point where
the system cannot control the fire.

TEST SETUP AND PROCEDURES
Seven large-scale fire tests were performed in an
area having a flat horizontal ceiling 9.1 m (30 ft)
high. Six were rack storage fire tests. The final
test involved a palletized storage arrangement.
Table 1 presents a summary of initial parameters
for the tests conducted.
In the rack storage tests, the fuel arrays were
pallet-loads deep by four pallet-loads long
and were either four tiers (nominal 6.1 m [20 ft])
high or five tiers (nominal 7.6 m [25 ft])
high. Flue spaces were nominally 152 mm (6 in.).
A 2 x 4 x 5 rack storage arrangement, i.e., two
two

In addition, flammable

liquid fires subjected to
are
not
sprinkler spray
suppressed in the usual
sense in that such fires are likely to continue
until the fuel is expended, i.e., diluted, washed
away or consumed, or the ignition area cooled
below the temperature that will support combust
tion. An important factor is to limit the amount
of fuel available to the fire. If a large quantity of
fuel gets involved at the outset and significant
fuel remains available to the fire, then fire suppression using a water-only sprinkler system
may not be possible. In situations involving
flammable liquids in containers, the sprinkler
system has the advantage if it responds prior to
a significant fuel spill.

The palletized arrangement selected for the final
test simulated the case in which stacks of the
product had been removed, as might be found
during normal warehouse operations. Schematic
drawings of plan and elevation views for the
3.7 m (12 ft) high palletized storage arrangement
are presented in Figure 3.

The ESFR concept relies upon quick response to
a growing fire and the initiation of a high volume
localized water discharge designed to suppress

Previous large-scale testing6 has shown that a
minimum of two large-scale fire tests is necessary for evaluating overall ESFR sprinkler sys-

pallet-load wide by four pallet-load long by five
pallet-load high, is presented in Figures 1 and 2.
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Table 1.

NOTES:

Test Parameters

of the array to the ceiling.
2The location of the main array with respect to the ceiling sprinkler arrangement. The
main array was centered directly below one sprinkler or centered below two sprinklers or
centered below four sprinklers.
3Test 4 uses horizontal spacing of 1.27 m for in-rack sprinklers. All other tests use 2.54 m
horizontal spacing. In-rack sprinklers were vertically staggered in Tests 5 and 6 where
two or more lines of sprinklers were installed.

’Height of the array/Clearance from top

Tests 1-3 are Intermediate-Scale Rack Storage Tests of 3.8 L Containers.
Tests 4-6 are Large-Scale Rack Storage Tests of 18.9 L Containers.
Test 7 is a Large-Scale Palletized Storage Array Test of 18.9 L Containers.

effectiveness for

given commodity configuspecified set of installed system
parameters, i.e., ceiling height, sprinkler spacing, system pressure and sprinkler response
tem

ration under

a

a

characteristics. One test evaluates a low storage
height/large ceiling clearance scenario with ignition centered directly below a sprinkler. With
this arrangement, the large ceiling clearance
from the top of the array to the ceiling allows
full development of the fire plume. This offers
a significant fire challenge which evaluates the
capability of the sprinkler to penetrate the fire
plume and reach the base of the fire. The second

high storage/small ceiling clearance
configuration with ignition centered below two
sprinklers. The challenge to the sprinkler system
under this high storage height/low ceiling clearance condition is to demonstrate adequate water
distribution over the entire sprinkler design coverage area and not just at the central core
directly below the sprinkler deflector.
scenario is

Figure 1. Rack Storage Arrangement of Test Fuel
(2 x 4 x 5)-Front Elevation View.
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a

Figure

2. Rack

Storage Arrangement of Cartoned

Test Fuel

(2 x 4 x 5 Array)-Side

Elevation and Plan Views.

following properties: Flash Point: -4°C
(25°F); Auto-Ignition Temperature: 223°C
(433°F); Boiling Point: 98°C (209°F); and Specific
Gravity: 0.7.
with the

For these tests, a 6.1 m (20 ft) high array centered
below a single sprinkler was selected to evaluate
the low storage height/large ceiling clearance
condition; and a 7.6 m (25 ft) high array centered
below two sprinklers was used to evaluate the
high storage height/small ceiling clearance condition.

Prior to the conduct of the large-scale fire tests,
a series of single-container exposure fire tests
was performed to select relieving-style metal
containers that would not fail catastrophically
when exposed to fire.5,I

Test Fuel
Fuel for these tests was 3.8 L (1 gallon) and
18.9 L (5 gallon) capacity relieving-style metal
containers filled with heptane. Heptane is a nonpolar, Class IB hydrocarbon flammable liquid

As a result of these tests, three relieving-style
metal containers were selected for the large-scale
17

Figure

3. Palletized

fire tests;

Storage Arrangement.
of the container was fitted with a 63 mm diameter
pull-up spout for pouring.

3.8 L (1 gallon) friction lid (paint)
L F-style container, and an 18.9 L
3.8
container,
container.
tighthead
Testing indicated that when
immersed
in
flame, none of these containtotally
ers would explode, rupture violently, jet burning
heptane or be displaced from their original position due to overpressurization.
a

a

All three types of containers vented their internal pressure increases within 32 s after being
totally immersed in flames while situated
directly over a 0.9 m x 0.9 m (3 ft x 3 ft) heptane
pan fire.*

The friction lid (paint) container was a Type 610
708 with outer dimensions of 168 mm in diameter x 195 mm (6.63 in. diameter by 7.5 in.) high.
The empty container weighed 335 g (0.74 lb).

The friction lid container vented in 23 s when
the internal pressure increase caused lifting of
the lid, exposing the top surface of heptane for
burning. Although the burning intensified after
opening of the container occurred, there was no
jetting or displacement of the container from its

x

The F-style container was 168 mm long by 105 mm
wide by 240 mm high (6.63 in. x 4.13 in. x
9.44 in.). It was fabricated from nominal 0.20 in.
tinplate and was fitted with a 32 mm diameter
plastic spout/cap closure. The weight of the
empty container was 343 g (0.76 lb).

original position.
Venting of the F-style

container occurred after
when the internal pressure dislodged the
plastic cap and spout assembly from its opening.
The cap/spout assembly landed approximately
30

The 18.9 L (5 gallon) container was a tighthead
type that was 343 mm (13.5 in.) high with an
outside diameter of 279 mm (11 in.). The empty
container weighed 2.05 kg (4.5 lbs) and the top

s

*The pan was 0.3 m (1 ft) deep and contained a 19 mm (0.75
inch) depth of heptane over a 254 mm (10 inch) depth of water.
-18-

ted wood pallet (107 cm x 107 cm x 13 cm [42 in.
42 in. x 5.12 in.]) with 52 cartons arranged in
four layers with 13 cartons per layer.

3 m (10 ft) from the pan. Other than this, no
violent behavior was observed. When cartons of
these containers were tested, venting occurred
by caps being burned off by direct flame impingement or, when not exposed to direct contact, the
cap/spout assembly was dislodged from its opening as the result of a pressure increase inside
the container. Again, no violent behavior was
observed.

x

The 18.9 L tighthead containers were uncartoned. Figure 6 shows a schematic drawing of
a pallet-load which consisted of 36 containers
stacked three units high on a 107 cm x 107 cm
x 13 cm (42 in. x 42 in. x 5.12 in.) high slatted
wood pallet.

Failure of the 18.9 L tighthead container began
with lifting of the pour spout caused by the
buildup of pressure inside the container after a
25 s exposure. The spout was subsequently
burned off 7 s later and vapors from the opening
were

Ignition
A confined spill ignition scenario was used in
all seven fire tests. In tests in which no in-rack
sprinkler protection was evaluated, i.e., Tests 1,
2, and 7, the ignition array* was placed in a

ignited.

The friction lid (paint) containers were packaged
in single-wall corrugated paper cartons using
four containers per carton. The outer dimensions
of the carton were 349 mm x 349 mm x 216 mm
(13.75 in. x 13.75 in. x 8.5 in.) high. A palletload, shown in Figure 4, consisted of a slatted
wood pallet (107 cm x 107 cm x 12 cm [42 in.
x 42 in. x 4.75 in.]) holding a five-carton high
arrangement with each level having nine cartons
in a 3 x 3 configuration.

*The center two-pallet-load wide by two-pallet-load deep porignition is located.

tion of the main fuel array in which the

The F-style containers were also packaged four to
a carton in single-wall corrugated paper cartons.
Carton dimensions were 348 mm x 221 mm x
277 mm (13.7 in. x 8.7 in. x 10.9 in.) high. A
pallet-load, shown in Figure 5, consisted of a slat-

Figure

4. Friction Lid Containers In Cartons.

Figure

5. F

Style Containers

Figure 6. Pallet
tainers.

In Cartons.
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Loading of Five Gallon Tighthead Con-

of 20.2 L/min/kPal/2 (14.0 gpm/psP/2*) and a
Response Time Index (RTI)** value of 28 m1l2s1l2
(50 ft1l2SU2). For tests conducted during this program, the water supply was set to provide either
a 345 kPa (50 psi) or 517 kPa (75 psi) constant
discharge pressure to all operating sprinklers. At
these pressures, each operating sprinkler would
discharge 378 L/min (100 gpm) or 454 L/min
(120 gpm), respectively.

shallow 19 mm [(0.75 in.] depth) 2.39 m (94 in.)
square steel pan (Figure 2). Water to a depth
of 13 mm (0.5 in.) was poured in the pan, then
7.6 L (2 gallons) of heptane was added.

Ignition of the fuel array for the remaining tests
in which in-rack

sprinklers were installed was
modified so that the ignition source was offset
from the in-rack sprinklers installed in the central longitudinal flue space. For these tests, a
0.61 m x 2.39 m (24 in. x 94 in.) spill ignition
pan (Figure 2) was positioned along one aisle
face of the ignition array. Two of the ignition
array pallet-loads were only partially inside the
spill ignition pan with the south edge of the pan
152 mm (6 in.) from the south edge of the bottom
tier pallet loads of the ignition array. This
allowed the faces of two ignition array palletloads to be exposed to flame. Prior to the introduction of the heptane, water to a depth of 3 mm
(0.125 in.) deep was placed in the pan. In Test 3,
in which 3.8 L (1 gallon) metal containers in
corrugated paper cartons were tested, 7.6 L
(2 gallons) of heptane was used in the ignition pan.

The in-rack sprinkler protection in Tests 3, 4, 5
and 6, was provided by quick response
(RTI = 28 m1l2s1l2 [50 ftU2SIt2]), 74°C (165°F) temperature-rated, large-orifice, i.e., nominal
17/32 in. diameter orifice (nominal K 11.5 L/min/
=

kPa~/~[8.0 gpm/psiY2]), pendent sprinklers. The inrack sprinklers were installed only within the
central

longitudinal flues of the rack storage
arrangement with sprinkler deflectors 178 mm
(7 in.) above the tops of the pallet-loads. The
sprinklers within the longitudinal flue were
installed on either 2.54 m (8 ft 3 in.) or 1.27 m
(4 ft 1.5 in.) spacing. In-rack sprinkler locations
were staggered vertically when multiple-tier protection configurations were tested. For example,
when sprinklers were installed at the first and
third tiers, the in-rack sprinklers at the first tier
were installed at the uprights; the in-rack sprinklers at the third tier were installed at mid-bay.
The water supply was set to provide 114 L/min
(30 gpm) per sprinkler in Tests 3, 4 and 5, and
was set for 166 L/min (44 gpm) per sprinkler in
Test 6.

However, for tests of the uncartoned 18.9 L
(5 gallon) containers, 15.1 L (4 gallons) of heptane
were added to the 0.61 m x 2.4 m (24 in. x 94 in.)
spill ignition pan. The additional fuel, i.e., 15.1 L
(4 gallons) as opposed to the 7.6 L (2 gallons)
used for 3.8 L (1

container testing, was
necessary to ensure that the uncartoned 18.9 L
(5 gallon) containers became involved in the fire.

gallon)

A propane torch was used to ignite the fuel in
the pan to start each fire test.

Instrumentation
Instrumentation

Sprinkler

for the three ignition
shown in Figures 7, 8 and 9.
The instrumentation included ceiling thermo-

Protection

configurations

protection was provided by 68°C (155°F)
temperature-rated ESFR pendent sprinklers
installed at the ceiling on 3 m x 3 m (10 ft x 10 ft)
spacing. In some tests, this protection was augmented with in-rack sprinklers installed within
the central longitudinal flue space of the rack
Fire

couples

to

layouts

are

measure

ceiling

gas

temperatures

storage arrangements.

165 mm (6.5 in.) down from the ceiling at selected
locations over the test area; a 1.2 m (4 ft) long
section of steel angle instrumented with thermocouples and installed flush with the ceiling over
the ignition area; and a velocity probe 1.2 m

There were 49 ESFR ceiling sprinklers installed
in a 7 x 7 grid arrangement over the test area.
The sprinkler deflectors were positioned 356 mm
(14 in.) down from the ceiling surface. The ESFR
sprinkler tested was a Factory Mutual Approved
model with a glass bulb actuation mechanism
and designed with the water deflector positioned
inside the frame arms. It had a nominal K-factor

*In SI units ofUmin/kPaltJ. The K-factor is a number indicatas K=
Q/p’~, where Q is the water discharge rate and p is the sprinkler discharge pressure.
**The Response Time Index (RTI) is a quantitative measure
of sprinkler link sensitivity. Under identical operating conditions, sprinklers with low RTI values can be expected to
actuate faster than those with high RTI values. See References 8 and 9.

ing sprinkler nozzle discharge capacity. It is defined
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Figure

7.

Sprinkler Layout

and

Instrumentation-Array Centered

Below One

Sprinkler.

All sprinklers had their actuation links included
in electrical circuits wired to the data acquisition
computer. Upon actuation, the circuit was broken, and the precise time of sprinkler actuation

(4 ft) down from the ceiling over the center of the
20 gauge chromelarray. Thermocouples
alumel type. Thermocouple beads had a time constant of 2.1 s in an air stream of 2.6 m/s (8.4 ft/s).
Five thermocouples were peened to the 1.2 m
(4 ft) section of steel angle to monitor its temperature and allow assessment of fire damage potential to structural steel roof supports. The velocity
probe measured the upward draft of the fire
plume over the center of the array.
were

recorded by the data acquisition system.

Large-Scale

Fire Tests

Seven large-scale fire tests were conducted.
Three tests evaluated sprinkler protection for
cartoned 3.8 L (1 gallon) capacity containers
21

Figure 8. Sprinkler Layout and Instrumentation-Array Centered Below Two Sprinklers.

types presented the greater fire
hazard potential. The overall fuel array was two
pallet-loads deep by four pallet-loads long by four
pallet-loads high, i.e., 2 x 4 x 4, with one-half
(2 x 2 x 4) composed of F-style containers and
the remaining half (2 x 2 x 4) consisting of friction
lid containers. The 2.4 m x 2.4 m (94 in. x 94 in.)
spill pan containing 7.6 L (2 gallons) of heptane
was the ignition source. The ignition array was
positioned within the spill pan and centered
directly below a ceiling sprinkler.
two container

filled with heptane; four tests examined protection for uncartoned 18.9 L (5 gallon) capacity
containers also filled with heptane.

3.8 L Container Fire Tests (Test 1, 2
and 3)
The initial 3.8 L container test, Test 1, consisted
’

of a side-by-side rack storage arrangement of pallet-loads of both F-style and friction lid containers. One objective in the use of this particular
configuration was to determine which of these
22

Figure 9. Sprinkler Layout and Instrumentation-Array
Centered Below Four Sprinklers.
a 517 kPa (75 psi) constant discharge pressure
to all operating sprinklers. At this pressure, each

Test 2 used only F-style 3.8 L (1 gallon) containers. The fuel arrangement was 2 x 4 x 5, i.e., two
pallet-loads deep by four pallet-loads long by five
pallet-loads high and was centered below two
sprinklers. The 2.4 m x 2.4 m (94 in. x 94 in.)
spill pan containing 7.6 L (2 gallons) of heptane
was used.
Fire protection in these first two tests

was

operating sprinkler would discharge
(120 gpm).

454 L/min

Test 3 utilized the same fuel arrangement (2 x
4 x 5 array; F-style containers) and ignition configuration (ignition array centered below two
sprinklers) as Test 2, but with changes in the

ceil-

sprinkler protection

ing-only ESFR sprinkler protection set to provide
23

scheme and

ignition

tion of ESFR

was altered by
the
reducing
ceiling sprinkler discharge pressure
from 517 kPa (75 psi) to 345 kPa (50 psi) and
installing in-rack sprinkler protection within the
central longitudinal flues at the first and third
tiers (Figure 10). The in-rack sprinklers were
installed at the uprights within the first tier and
at mid-bay within the third tier. The water supply was set to provide 114 L/min (30 gpm) to each
operating in-rack sprinkler.

ceiling sprinklers and quickresponse, large-orifice in-rack sprinklers. The
arrays were two pallet-loads deep by four palletloads long by five tiers high (2 x 4 x 5). In all

method. The protection scheme

three of these tests, the 0.61
94 in.)

centered below two

was

18.9 L Container Fire Tests (Tests 4,
5, 6 and 7)
Four large-scale fire tests were performed to
evaluate fire protection for 18.9 L (5 gallon) tighthead containers filled with heptane. Three tests
used nominal 7.6 m (25 ft) high rack storage
a

nominal 3.7

sprinklers.

In the first of these tests, Test 4, in-rack sprinkler
protection was installed within the central
longitudinal flue at one level (the third tier) with
the sprinklers placed on 1.26 m (4 ft 1.5 in.)
spacing. The sprinklers were positioned at the
uprights and at the middle of the bays of the
rack arrangement. The water supply was set to
provide 114 L/min (30 gpm) to each operating inrack sprinkler. The ESFR ceiling sprinklers were
set to provide a constant 345 kPa (50 psi) discharge pressure to each operating sprinkler. At
this pressure, each ESFR sprinkler would discharge 378 L/min (100 gpm).

first tier

arrays; the fourth test evaluated

spill pan ignition source

(4 gallons) of heptane and the ignition array was

provided at the south face of the
ignition array pallets using the 0.61 m
x 2.4 m (24 in. x 94 in.) ignition pan containing
7.6 L (2 gallons) of heptane.
Ignition

2.4 m (24 in. x
contained 15.1 L

m x

m

(12 ft) high palletized storage arrangement. The

pallet arrangement is

as

shown in

Figure

For the second test, Test 5, the in-rack sprinklers
installed at two levels. The sprinklers were
staggered within the central longitudinal flue at
the first and third tiers on 2.51 m (8 ft 3 in.)

6.

were

Rack storage fire tests. All three rack storage
tests involving 18.9 L containers used a combina-

Figure 10. In-Rack Sprinkler Placement-Test 3.
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The first test of the 3.8 L (1 gallon) containers,
i.e., Test 1, involved a 6.1 m (20 ft) high side-byside rack storage arrangement of cartoned
F-style and friction lid containers. The arrangement was centered directly below a sprinkler.
The fire, which involved mostly corrugated cartons, was quickly brought under control by a single sprinkler which actuated at 19 s after ignition.

spacing. At the first tier, in-rack sprinklers were
located at the uprights; at the third tier, sprinklers were positioned at the middle of the bays.
The water supply was set to provide 114 L/min
(30 gpm) to each operating in-rack sprinkler and
378 L/min (100 gpm) at 345 kPa (50 psi) for ESFR
ceiling sprinklers.
For the third test, Test 6, in-rack sprinklers were
installed within the central longitudinal flue at
each level, i.e., the first, second, third and fourth
tiers, on 2.51 m (8 ft 3 in.) spacing. Sprinkler
positions were staggered with sprinklers located
at the uprights at the first and third tiers and
at the middle of the bays at the second and fourth
tiers. The discharge pressure for in-rack sprinklers was set for 207 kPa (30 psi). At this pressure, each operating in-rack sprinkler would discharge 166 L/min (44 gpm). The ESFR ceiling
sprinklers were set to discharge at 517 kPa
(75 psi) or 454 L/min (120 gpm) per sprinkler.

The data indicate that the fire plume, which
reached a peak velocity of 6.7 m/s (22 ft/s), was
pushed down just after first sprinkler actuation.
Figure 11 shows the near-ceiling gas temperature directly over the array center. However, the
radiant heat flux measurement at 15.2 m (50 ft)
southwest of the array center (Figure 12) and
the near-ceiling gas temperature at 4.3 m (14 ft)
southwest of the array center (Figure 13) indicated that the fire continued to burn until
approximately 2 min 30 s after ignition. The maximum ceiling temperature over ignition was
151°C (303°F) with a peak steel temperature of
34°C (94°F). Although the closures of 31 F-style
containers were damaged sufficiently so that
leakage was apparent when the containers were
inverted, less than 7.6 L (2 gallons) of heptane
was consumed. Of the 31 damaged containers,
only four had significant amounts of heptane
missing. None of the friction lid containers
were breached.

Palletized Storage Fire Test. The last test, Test
7, evaluated ESFR ceiling-only sprinkler protection for a nominal 3.7 m (12 ft) high palletized
storage arrangement of heptane in 18.9 L
(5 gallon) tighthead metal containers. A schematic drawing of a plan view of the test arrangement is shown as Figure 3. The arrangement of
18.9 L containers on the pallets is presented in
Figure 6. The ignition array for the palletized
arrangement was positioned inside the 94 in. x
94 in. (2.4 m x 2.4 m) ignition spill pan and centered below four ESFR sprinklers. A quantity
of heptane (7.6 L [2 gallons]) was used in the

ignition

In Test 2, only 3.8 L F-style containers were used.
The array was 7.6 m (25 ft) high and centered
below two sprinklers. The sprinkler protection
consisted of ESFR sprinklers at the ceiling only.
The system was set to discharge at 517 kPa

pan.

The sprinkler system was set to discharge at
517 kPa (75 psi). At this pressure, each operating
sprinkler would discharge 454 L/min (120 gpm).

(75 psi).
The different storage configuration, one additional tier of storage, and exclusive use of F-style
containers all probably contributed to a slightly
larger fire by the time the first sprinkler actuated
at 23 s after ignition. The upward plume velocity
was 7.1 m/s (23.4 ft/s) just prior to first sprinkler
actuation. Figure 14 shows the near-ceiling gas
temperature over the array center. The second
and final sprinkler actuation occurred at 31 s.
The two operating sprinklers reduced the fire
intensity as evidenced by the radiant heat flux
(Figure 15) and the ceiling gas temperature measurement at 3.4 m (11 ft) southwest of the array
center (Figure 16). The fire initially appeared

Instrumentation for all 18.9 L container fire tests
was the same as in the previous large-scale fire
tests which included ceiling gas temperature
measurements, ceiling steel temperature measurements, a velocity measurement of the
upward draft of the fire plume over the center of
the array and sprinkler actuation times.

TEST RESULTS
Table 2 presents a summary of test results for
the seven large-scale fire tests used for this evaluation.
25

Table 2.

Test Results

NOTES: Tests 1-3 are Intermediate-Scale Rack Storage Tests of 3.8 L Containers.
Tests 4-6 are Large-Scale Rack Storage Tests of 18.9 L Containers.
Test 7 is a Large-Scale Palletized Storage Array Test of 18.9 L Containers.
*First sprinkler actuation time
**Face ignition used.

11. Near-Ceiling Gas
Center of the Array-Test 1.

Figure

provided in brackets [min:s].

Temperatures Over

Figure 12. Radiant Heat Flux 15
Array Center-Test 1.

the
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M Southwest of the

Figure 13.
west from

Near-Ceiling Gas Temperature 4.3
Array Center-Test 1.

M South-

Figure 15. Radiant
Array Center-Test

Heat Flux 15 M Southwest of the
2.

Figure 14. Near-Ceiling Gas Temperatures Over the
Center of the Array-Test 2.

Figure 16.
west from
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Near-Ceiling Gas Temperature 3.4
Array Center-Test 2.

M South-

to be

at 2 min 40 s after ignition,
muflied sound indicated that a container had opened within the central longitudinal flue space at around this time. A small fire
was immediately observed within the central flue
space where it continued to burn for the duration
of the 30 minute test. Flames were steady at
approximately 3 m (10 ft) high. This fire within
the central flue did not significantly increase or
decrease in intensity during the test period. The
maximum ceiling gas temperature recorded during this test was 251°C (484°F) and the maximum steel temperature was 59°C (139°F).
Twenty-four F-style containers were breached,
nine of which had closures missing. During the
post-test inspection, one container which had
bulged outward from an apparent increase in
internal pressure, was found at the intersection
of the central transverse and longitudinal flue
spaces. The deformed container was apparently
the one that initiated the secondary fire at the
2 min 40 s mark. Fuel consumed was less than
11.4 L (3 gallons) of heptane.

suppressed

however,

a

Figure

17.

Near-Ceiling

Center of the

In-rack sprinkler protection was added for Test 3.
First sprinkler operation occurred at the ceiling at 48 s after ignition, followed one second
later by the in-rack sprinkler located at the center of the third tier. As expected, the first sprinkler actuation was delayed because the ignition
was smaller than the previous two tests and
therefore required a longer time to get fuel
involved. The fire was initially concentrated on
the face of the array on the side where the ignition pan was located. The fire plume at the center
of the array was not very strong, achieving a
maximum of just 3.2 m/s (10.5 ftls) just prior
to the first sprinkler actuation. The fire plume
within the array center was pushed down after
the first sprinkler actuation as indicated in Figure 17. The fire did continue on the south face as
indicated by the radiant heat flux measurement
(Figure 18) and the near-ceiling gas temperature
rise at 3.6 m (11 ft) southwest (Figure 19). The
last sprinkler operation occurred at 51 s and was
one of the two ESFR sprinklers located closest
over ignition. By 3 min after ignition, the fire
had been suppressed by two operating ceiling
sprinklers and one in-rack sprinkler. The maximum ceiling gas temperature was 143°C (290°F)
and the peak steel temperature was 51°C
(124°F). Seventeen containers were breached
during this test, with two having closures com-

Gas

Figure 18. Radiant Heat Flux
Array Center-Test 3.

28

Temperatures Over the

Array-Test 3.

15 M Southwest of the

of the array continued to increase until the
first ceiling sprinkler actuated at 2 min 25 s
(Figure 20). A large fireball was created at 2 min
40 s when another container fell into the aisle
space at the south face of the ignition array and
ruptured. Eight ceiling sprinklers actuated
within the next six seconds. Figure 21 shows the
accompanying increase in the near-ceiling gas
temperature at 3.4 m (11 ft) southwest of the
array center. By the time fire control was
achieved at approximately 3 min 30 s, twelve
ceiling sprinklers and two in-rack sprinklers
were operating. The maximum ceiling gas and
steel temperatures were 159°C (318°F) and 46°C
(114°F), respectively. Five containers were
opened and 45-57 L (12-15 gallons) of heptane
were consumed during this test.
In Test 5,

Figure 19.
west from

sprinkler protection included ESFR
ceiling sprinkler protection set for 345 kPa
(50 psi), and in-rack sprinklers installed on 2.5 m
(8 ft 3 in.) spacing within the central longitudinal
flue at the first and third tiers. The in-rack sprinklers were set for 0.97 bar (14 psi) or 114 L/min
(30 gpm) per sprinkler. The wood pallets of the
second tier pallet-loads of the ignition array
became involved at 45 s after ignition. The first
sprinkler actuation occurred at 57 s when an in-

Near-Ceiling Gas Temperature 3.4 M SouthArray Center-Test 3.

pletely burned away. All damage was confined
pallet-loads that were partially contained in the ignition pan. There was no fire damage at any tier within the central longitudinal
flue space where the in-rack sprinkler protection
to the two

was

installed.

There were four large-scale fire tests using the
18.9 L tighthead containers: three were rack
storage arrangements, the fourth was a palletized storage array. Test 4 was the first of the
18.9 L container large-scale fire tests. Fire protection consisted of ceiling ESFR sprinklers and
one line of in-rack sprinklers installed within the
central longitudinal flue space at the third tier.
The ESFR sprinklers were set for a 345 kPa
(50 psi) discharge pressure. The in-rack sprinklers were installed on 1.26 m (4 ft 1.5 in.) spacing and set to discharge at 7.94 kPa (14 psi) for
a flow rate of 114 L/min (30 gpm) per sprinkler.
The wood pallets in the second tier of the ignition
array became involved at approximately 1 min
10 s after ignition. The first sprinkler to operate
was an in-rack sprinkler which actuated at 1 min
45 s after ignition. Three containers fell into the
aisle at the south face at 2 min 15 s after ignition,
spilling heptane and forming a pool fire. The
near-ceiling gas temperature over the center

Figure 20. Near-Ceiling Gas
Center of the Array-Test 4.
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Temperatures Over

the

Figure 21.
west from

Near-Ceiling Gas Temperature 3.4 M SouthArray Center-Test 4.

Figure 22. Near-Ceiling Gas
Center of the Array-Test 5.

rack sprinkler located at the center of the third
tier operated. At 1 min 45 s, a container fell into
the aisle space south of the ignition array, forming a pool fire. An additional container fell into
the aisle at 1 min 49 s. The first ceiling sprinkler
actuated at 1 min 57 s after ignition causing
an immediate decrease in the near-ceiling gas
temperature over the center of the array (see
Figures 22 and 24). However, the fire was not
suppressed as is indicated by the sustained radiant heat flux measurement (Figure 23) at this
time. At 2 min 25 s, several more containers fell
into the aisle south of the array, creating an
intense pool fire which resulted in seven sprinkler actuations within a 10 second interval
beginning at 2 min 31 s. Fire control was
achieved at approximately 3 min after ignition.
The last sprinkler actuation occurred at 3 min
8 s. Seventeen ceiling sprinklers and six in-rack
sprinklers operated during the test. The maximum ceiling gas temperature was 199°C (391°F)
and occurred 3.4 m (11 ft) northeast from directly
over the center of the array (see Figure 22). The
peak ceiling steel temperature was 61°C (141°F).
Eight containers were breached, one of which
was nearly emptied of its contents due to a chime
failure. It appeared that the chime failure was
caused by the impact with the floor upon falling,

Figure

the

23. Radiant Heat Flux 15 M Southwest of the
5.

Array Center-Test

30

Temperatures Over

Figure 24.
west from

Figure 25. Near-Ceiling Gas Temperatures Over the
Center of the Array-Test 6.

Near-Ceiling Gas Temperature 3.4 M SouthArray Center-Test

rather than

an

5.

overpressure.

(30-35 gallons) of heptane

Overall,

were

114-132 L

tional ceiling sprinklers actuated within the next
3 seconds. The ceiling sprinklers had an immediate effect upon the fire as indicated by the radiant
heat flux (Figure 26) and near-ceiling gas temperature measurement 3.4 m (11 ft) southeast of
the array center (Figure 27). By 3 min 30 s after
ignition, the fire appeared to be under control.
Eight containers exhibited signs of significant
fire exposure, i.e., bulging, burned closures, etc.,
however, only one showed appreciable fuel loss.
A total of four ceiling and three in-rack sprinklers
actuated during this test. The peak ceiling gas
temperature was 116°C (240°F) and the peak
ceiling steel temperature was just 31°C (87°F).
The post-test damage assessment indicated that
the consumption of heptane was 19-30 L

consumed.

A more conservative fire protection approach was
followed in Test 6. The discharge pressure for
the ceiling sprinkler system was increased to
5.4 bar (75 psi) and in-rack sprinkler protection
was installed within the central longitudinal flue
at the first, second, third and fourth tiers. The
system discharge pressure for in-rack sprinklers
was also increased from 7.97 kPa (14 psi) in the
previous tests to 207 kPa (30 psi). At this pressure, each in-rack sprinkler would discharge
166 L/min (44 gpm). After ignition, the fire
extended into the second tier and ignited the
wood pallets at around 50 s. The first sprinkler
actuation occurred at 1 min 14 s after ignition.
It was an in-rack sprinkler located mid-bay of
the second tier within the ignition array. Near
ceiling gas temperature data over the center of
the array, shown in Figure 25, indicate that the
operating in-rack sprinkler kept ceiling gas temperatures from increasing until around 2 min,
when containers began falling into the aisle
space south of the array. Several more containers
fell into the aisle at 2 min 30 s increasing the
size of the pool fire. The first ceiling sprinkler
actuated at 2 min 41 s after ignition. Three addi-

(5-8 gallons).
Test 7 was an evaluation of ESFR sprinkler protection for a nominal 3.7 m (12 ft) high palletized
storage arrangement of 18.9 L tighthead containers. The ceiling-only ESFR sprinkler system was
set to discharge at 517 kPa (75 psi). The wood
pallets of the second tier became involved at 45 s
after ignition. The third tier pallets became
involved at 1 min 3 s after ignition. First sprinkler actuation occurred at 1 min 9 s after ignition.
The near-ceiling gas temperature measurement
-31

Figure 26. Radiant Heat Flux 15
Array Center-Test 6.

over the array center, shown in Figure 28, indicated that the single operating sprinkler had
began to control the fire. However, it was not
until the second (and last) sprinkler actuation at
1 min 27 s that the fire was clearly under control
as is indicated by decreases in the radiant heat
flux (Figure 29) and near-ceiling gas temperature at 3.4 m (11 ft) southwest of the array (Figure 30). The fire appeared to be out at 2 min
15 s after ignition. The maximum ceiling gas
temperature was 138°C (281°F) and the maximum ceiling steel temperature was 30°C (86°F).
Largely because of the large spill ignition pan
used, i.e., 2.4 m x 2.4 m (94 in. x 94 in.), as
opposed to the smaller 0.61 m x 2.4 m (24 in. x
94 in.) pan employed in all other tests involving
the 18.9 L containers, 52 containers were damaged as a result of the fire. Thirty of these actually leaked to varying degree when inverted; two
had closures burned away; and twenty had
bulged outward from overpressure. However, the
stacks remained intact with no containers spilling into the aisle as was the case in previous
tests. The post-test damage assessment indicated that just 3.8-7.6 L (1-2 gallons) of heptane

M Southwest of the

was

Figure 27.
west from

Near-Ceiling Gas Temperature
Array Center-Test 6.

consumed.

28. Near-Ceiling Gas
Center of the Array-Test 7.

3.4 M South-

Figure
32

Temperatures

Over the

DISCUSSION
The effectiveness of the sprinkler system upon
flammable liquid fires largely depends upon the
quantity of fuel involved at first sprinkler actuation and its accessibility to the sprinkler spray.
For all tests, the selection of the ignition source
appeared to have achieved the objective of providing ignition and causing involvement of fuel
in the metal containers before any sprinkler
actuations occurred.

Figure 29. Radiant Heat Flux
Array Center-Test 7.

The results of the 3.8 L container fire tests
(Tests 1, 2 and 3) indicated that there was little
involvement of flammable liquid at the time of
the initial sprinkler actuation. The corrugated
cartons were ignited by the ignition source which
generated a fire to which the sprinklers could
respond before a significant quantity of heptane
became involved. In the 3.8 L container tests
where the fires were accessible to the sprinkler
water, i.e., Tests 1 and 3, the fires were suppressed. However, when the fire was shielded,
as it was in Test 2, only fire control was possible.

15 M Southwest of the

The fires

18.9 L containers
intense at the
time of first sprinkler actuation because more
fuel was involved. The in-rack sprinklers would
then maintain fire control as long as no significant amount of heptane fuel became involved in
the fire. It was only after containers were
breached and the heptane became involved that
the ceiling sprinklers actuated.

involving the

(Tests 4, 5, 6 and 7)

were more

The 18.9 L container rack storage fire tests were
characterized by the formation of pool fires
within the aisle space adjacent to the fuel arrays.
These pool fires generated flames that reached
the ceiling level and were responsible for actuation of the ceiling sprinklers. The pool fires
resulted from leaking or ruptured containers
that had fallen from first- and second-tier palletloads in the ignition array. When exposed to the
ignition fire, the bottom containers on the palletloads (pallets were stacked three containers
high) deformed to such an extent that, in some
instances, they caused the containers on the top
level to become unstable. These containers then
fell onto the floor. With these containers totally
immersed in flame, the plastic closures were then
burned away, allowing more heptane to spill onto
the floor and contribute to a pool fire. In at least

Figure 30. Near-Ceiling Gas Temperature 3.4 M SouthArray Center-Test 7.

west from
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one

case, it was evident that a container ruptured

sprinkler protection
discharge pressure.

the floor. The formation of a
pool fire within the aisle space occurred to varying degrees in all three of the rack storage fire
tests (Tests 4, 5 and 6).
upon

impact with

set for

a

517 kPa (75

psi)

Based upon these tests, an adequate system
design for water-only sprinkler protection of
flammable liquids in small relieving-style metal
containers would consist of the following
arrangement: (a) an ESFR ceiling sprinkler system set for a discharge pressure of 517 kPa
(75 psi), and (b) quick response, large-orifice inrack sprinklers vertically staggered within the
central longitudinal flue at every level of storage
on 2.54 m (8 ft 3 in.) horizontal spacing and set to
provide 166 L/min (44 gpm) per sprinkler. Such
protection arrangements will allow quick
response to a flammable liquids storage fire with
minimal involvement of fuel, then prevent container failures that would increase the fire chal-

The palletized storage test, Test 7, demonstrated
that even though a large number of containers
could be breached, more than 50 in this test,
the absence of fallen and ruptured containers
resulted in a less intense fire. The burning of
heptane fuel through the spout openings of
upright 18.9 L containers (the plastic spouts having burned away) posed a less serious fire threat
than the formation of pool fires on the floor. The
opened containers provided fuel for the fire, but
very little was actually consumed. The higher
discharge rate for ceiling sprinklers, i.e., 517 kPa
(75 psi), proved to be very effective in controlling
and suppressing the fire in the palletized storage

lenge.

arrangement.
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